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1. Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) have a significant role to play in achieving net-zero
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2. Triplet states drastically limit OLED efficiency
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3. Radicals form bright doublet states

FIr6 Triplet

What are radicals? Radicals are molecules that contain
an odd number of electrons.

τFIr6 only = 1400 ns
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Do radicals form triplets? No. Triplets are
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we have discovered molecular design rules to make bright
radical doublets2,3.
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Are radical doublets bright? Previously thought dark,
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physically unable to form in odd-electron systems
(i.e. radicals). They instead form doublet states1. Doublet
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In current organic LEDs (OLEDs),
electricity excites even-electron
molecules to form singlet and
triplet excited states in a 1:3 ratio.
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Singlets are bright
and decay as light.
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LEDs convert electricity into light.

Triplet-doublet
energy transfer

kET = 6.1x107 s-1
EA < 4 meV

4. Energy transfer converts triplets into doublets

What did we do? A benchmark molecule used in blue
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OLEDs (FIr6), which readily forms triplet states, was
combined in a film with the radical TTM-1Cz.
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What did we show? That energy stored in FIr6 triplets
is rapidly transferred to TTM-1Cz doublets, with the mixed
system emitting light 90x faster than pure FIr6. Studies from
-175oC to 25oC show the energy required for energy transfer
(EA) is <4 meV, indicating it is electric dipole-mediated.

5. A radical way to brighten OLEDs
Triplet-doublet energy transfer is a new method to
brighten triplets and maximise OLED efficiency.
Faster emission in triplet-doublet systems enables
LEDs to have longer lifetimes.
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6. Future Quantum Technologies?
Quantum tech needs
magnetic states.
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Triplet-doublet
energy transfer
controls magnetic
states for molecular
quantum sensors
and computers.

